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Abstract
Companies, government agencies, and other organizations are making their data available to the
world over the Internet. They often use large online relational tables for this purpose. Users query
such tables with front-ends that typically use menus or form fillin interfaces, but these interfaces
rarely give users information about the contents and distribution of the data. Such a situation leads
users to waste time and network/server resources posing queries that have zero-hit or mega-hit
results. Generalized query previews enable efficient browsing of large online data tables by
supplying data distribution information to the users. The data distribution information provides
continuous feedback about the size of the result set as the query is being formed. Our paper
presents a new user interface architecture and discusses various experimental findings. Our
prototype systems provide flexible user interfaces for research and testing of the ideas. The user
studies show that for exploratory querying tasks, generalized query previews can speed user
performance for certain user domains and can reduce network/server load.
Keywords: Information Visualization, Internet, World-Wide Web, Online Querying.
1. Problem
Companies, government agencies, and other organizations are making their data available to
the public over the Internet. The United States Census Bureau hosts vast collections of economic,
geographic, and demographic data (one of their sample data retrieval systems is available at
ferret.bls.census.gov/cgi-bin/ferret) and the National Aeronautics and Space Association (NASA)
has still larger collections of scientific and environmental data (e.g., eos.nasa.gov/eosdis). The
World Health Organization (WHO) is an international organization that shares medical and
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population related information over the Internet (e.g., www3.who.int/whosis/menu.cfm). These
are only a few of the organizations that are making vast data resources available over the Internet.
The user interfaces that serve as the database front-ends mostly utilize menus or form fillin
interfaces [SBC97]. Generally, these user interfaces are activated within a browser. People of
various ages, genders, and backgrounds are now forming the user domain for such databases.
Many of these users have no background on these databases. Some may also be inexperienced in
using computers. Many of the database front-ends, instead of giving users information about the
contents of the data, require users to fill lengthy electronic forms. The designers of such interfaces
generally assume that the users are informed about the data and that they want to submit knownitem queries rather than probing the data. However, unguided novice users of these data centers
frequently waste their time submitting queries that have zero-hit or mega-hit result sets. Users of
online databases generally do not have the time or the willingness to learn a complex querying
mechanism or the patience to fill in a lengthy form. Finally, users of online databases often have
to access large amounts of data using a congested network or server.

Figure 1.1: A form fillin interface from the United States Census Bureau homepages.
Figure 1.1 shows a form fillin interface that was generated using the interactive United States
Census Bureau homepages. This interface is a good example of the database front-ends that are
commonly available over the Internet. This lengthy form fillin interface has some guidance about
what values can be selected on some of the fields, but other information such as the data
distribution are not available. In this interface, users can easily generate queries that will return
zero-hit or mega-hit result sets. Novice users of this tool/database have to probe the data until they
find what they want or get tired of using this interface. A more effective, simple, and easy to learn
approach for defining queries is needed for public online databases.
2

Section 2 describes our early work and states the results from our first user study. Section 3
describes the approach introduced with this paper. Sections 4 and 5 report results of our second
and third user studies and Section 6 discusses the implementation issues. Section 7 documents the
related research. Section 8 states our conclusions and possible future work.
2. Early Work and the First User Study
Our early work on dynamic queries [WS92] [AS94] [AW95] [AWS92] used a direct
manipulation approach to facilitate query formulation on multi-dimensional data with a visual
representation of query components and results. Dynamic queries allow rapid, incremental, and
reversible control of the query. Results are presented visually and continuous feedback guides
users in the query formulation process. The application of dynamic queries to large online data is
attractive to the users of the Internet. Unfortunately, high system-resource demands make
dynamic queries less applicable to large online data collections. Dynamic queries require
immediate access to individual data items so that continuous feedback is given to the users. Yet,
large online data cannot be immediately and continuously accessed.
Later we worked on NASA’s large online data collections. These collections are stored in vast
distributed data archive centers and contain various types of data (e.g., documents, images,
numerical values, etc.). The attempt to apply dynamic queries to these collections required us to
look for solutions to make dynamic queries work with large online data. Using overviews and
previews, we made dynamic queries applicable to large online data and allowed users to
efficiently prune irrelevant data. This NASA project led to the first ideas on query previews.
Query previews give an overview of the data and a preview of the queries before the final
queries are sent through the network. Query previews work only on a few pre-selected attributes
of the data. It divides the querying process into two steps to reduce the resources needed to form
the final query. Hence, a smaller and more interesting portion of a larger data set can be
downloaded to the local storage of the client computer from the network to continue the query
process. We applied the principles of this two-phase querying strategy (i.e., previews first and
then refinements) for NASA’s Earth Observing System Data Information System [DPS96]
[DPS97] [PBD99]. This strategy was created as an experimental interface [GTP99] for the Global
Change Master Directory and was the basis for the Global Land Cover Facility interfaces, all part
of NASA. This paper creates a general and more transparent concept from the initial query
previews idea by helping users work on any of the data attributes for online data browsing.
Query previews show a few discriminating (i.e., capable of selecting a few items from a large
set) attributes of the data so that the user selections on these attributes would immediately lead to
a smaller subset of the data. A few commonly used attributes of the data are pre-selected to form a
query preview by the software designer. In order to guide users in the query formulation process,
query previews provide aggregate information about the data. Distribution of data over different
attribute values is shown graphically using histograms. When users select a value on any of the
attributes of the interface, the rest of the interface is updated. Therefore, for each action users
take, feedback is given immediately. As users see the potential size of their query results before
refining the queries, they are less likely to submit queries that return zero or mega hits. The
system load is reduced since users do not waste their time with zero-hit queries or consume
network and server resources in downloading and processing many useless results. While
dynamic queries require attribute values of every record of the data to be downloaded, query
previews only need aggregate information about the data. So whatever the data size, only the
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distribution information of the data is needed to form a query preview interface. This is also a
scalable approach because aggregate data size remains fixed even as the number of records in a
database table grows. Figure 2.1 shows a query preview interface formed using the three most
commonly used attributes of the Global Change Master Directory (topic, year, and area). The
distribution of data over these attributes is shown with bar charts and the result set size is
displayed as a separate bar at the bottom. The preview phase is followed by a refinement phase.
Since query previews add another phase to query formulation, there is a possibility that user
performance deteriorates and that users are frustrated by a two-phase approach. Moreover, query
previews focus attention on only a few selected attributes that may not be useful in many queries.
Therefore, there was a need for a user study to verify and quantify the benefits of query previews
and measure the subjective user preferences. We identified the task types that would put query
previews into their best and worst light so that we could quantify their maximum benefits and
drawbacks (details available from [TLH00]).

Figure 2.1: An example query preview interface. Topic, Year, and Area are the discriminating
attributes for the 8431 data items. Here, the bars show the overview of the data distribution. When
users select the attribute values (e.g., atmosphere for topics and Europe for area), the bars are
updated immediately to reflect the new distribution of the data that satisfies the query. When
users are satisfied with their initial query, the results can be retrieved, and the query can be
refined with additional attributes in the second phase. In this case, atmospheric data for Europe
produces a set of 292 data items to be retrieved.
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In this first user study, we identified the clearly specified tasks as tasks having a
straightforward and an accurate definition, i.e., known-item searches. For example, "List all the
State of Maryland employees from the employee database" is a clearly specified task. Query
previews should have no benefits for these tasks. In this case, users want a complete list
regardless of the outcome of the query. For such tasks, the relevance of the query preview
attributes to the query is not an influential factor as users are best served by directly going to the
refinement phase, e.g., the form fillin interface (tasks of this worst case scenario are called T1).
Unclearly specified tasks usually require a series of query submissions. User’s constraints and
preferences cannot be stated immediately. Information gained from the query previews will
influence the user’s choices, so query previews could be very useful. However, the relevance of
the attributes used in the query preview will impact the usefulness of the interface. Suppose that a
user is looking for some software engineers from the Washington, D.C. area using an employee
database. If the query preview shows the number of employees per state and some other attribute
values of the data such as the age distribution, then the preview is only partially relevant to the
task (middle case scenario: T2). On the other hand, if the query preview shows the number of
employees per state and their job types, then the query preview becomes fully relevant (best case
scenario: T3).
This first study used a within subject counter-balanced design with twelve subjects. All the
subjects were new to the data set used in the study yet they were well trained in using computers
and web search engines. Six subjects performed a set of tasks, once by using an interface that
included a query preview followed by a form fillin interface and once by only using a form fillin
interface. Then, another set of six subjects worked in the reverse order.
Our hypotheses were: (1) For clearly specified tasks (T1), adding the query preview step will
lead to slower task performance, (2) for unclearly specified tasks (T2 and T3), the addition of a
query preview step will lead to faster performance, and (3) users will always prefer interfaces
with query previews.
The independent variable was the user interface type and the treatments were: (1) Form fillin
interface with a query preview, (2) form fillin interface without a query preview. The dependent
variables were the time to complete the tasks in each interface (excluding the setup times) and the
subjective preferences of the users.
Our findings support the hypothesis that for unclearly specified tasks, the interface with the
query preview yields better performance times than the interface without the query preview. For
both T2 and T3 types of the unclearly specified tasks the improvement in performance was
significant (at the level of 0.05): 1.6 times faster for T2 tasks and 2.1 times faster for T3 tasks. For
the clearly specified tasks, T1, as expected, the form fillin only interface performed slightly better.
The interface with the preview was only 10% slower.
Also, as expected, users of the form fillin only interface for clearly specified tasks performed
more rapidly since they were able to find the answer by submitting a single form fillin query. The
query preview had no advantage since its attributes were not needed for the query and users were
performing known-item searches. However, users of the interface with the query preview
performed only slightly worse. The users spent only a few seconds in the query preview,
identified that it is not relevant for the task and continued to the refinement phase.
For unclearly specified tasks with partial relevance of the query preview attributes, although
not all the attributes in the task specification could be specified using the query preview, the
insight gained from the query preview enabled users to eliminate some potential zero-hit queries
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in advance and let them concentrate on a much smaller set of possible queries in the refinement
phase.
For unclearly specified tasks with full relevance of the query preview attributes, the full power
of the query preview was utilized. The query preview enabled the users to see immediately which
of the possible queries should be submitted. The users loaded the refinement phase only for
submitting the query and viewing the results. The users performed the refinement phase with a
high confidence that they would get the expected results. On the other hand, in the user interface
without the query preview, the users had absolutely no clue about which of the possible queries
will give the expected results. They had to try several possible queries, submitting many queries
until they got a satisfactory answer. Although the response time for each such query was small,
the time for thinking and filling in the right specifications of each query caused significant
differences in performance (even more than T2’s).
The users preferred the interface with the query preview (average of 7.1 for the interface with
the preview versus an average of 5.2 for the interface without it on a scale of 1 to 9 at the
significance level of 0.05). They stated that the query preview was helpful, enabling them to
search faster, and learn more about the data. We believe that this result comes not only from the
improvement in performance time which is experienced by the subjects but also from gaining
better control in performing the tasks.
3. Generalized Query Previews
With this paper we define a general user interface architecture for efficient browsing of large
online data. The generalized query previews user interface architecture has the following three
components (Figure 3.1):
• schema component: presents the data table and attribute names augmented with a
mechanism for selecting a user-defined view of the data attributes,
• distribution information component: displays and helps users work on the data distribution
information, i.e., in the form of histograms,
• raw data component: displays and/or used for the analysis of the retrieved records.
Generalized query previews allow users to see the database schema with table and attribute
names. Then, they can define their view by choosing some of the data attributes. Later, using the
attached distribution information, they can analyze the overview of the data and define their
queries. Finally, they can fetch the mapping results, and if desired, forward it to another program
for further analysis. This pattern can be repeated, if needed, with many different attributes. Hence,
we are now not confined to the limitations of using only a few pre-selected attributes of query
previews.
To demonstrate and later to experiment with the generalized query previews user interface
architecture, we implemented prototype systems. First, we implemented a system using a data set
from the 1997 United States Economic Census collections. The collection contains information
about hospitals located in each of the United States counties. It has about ten attributes and
approximately 3000 entries. The data is stored in four different relations on a networked relational
database. Each relation represents a single table. All the tables share a unique identifier,
‘report_id’, representing a unique report from a county. Second, we implemented a system using a
sample data set that we generated from the Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.com). This data
contains information about various films. It has again about ten attributes but this time it contains
10,000 entries. This film data is stored in a single relation. In the remainder of this section, we
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analyze the generalized query previews user interface architecture using a prototype that we
implemented with the Census data. We refer to this prototype as the ExpO system, and we will go
through the components of ExpO to give the details on our generalized query previews user
interface architecture.

Start

End

Schema Component

Raw Data Component
Distribution
Information Component

Figure 3.1: Interactions between the three generalized query previews components.
3.1. Schema Component
Users need to visually browse all the attribute and table names to begin understanding the
data. The schema component of the generalized query previews user interface architecture serves
this purpose. For simple data sets, a simple list of attributes would generally suffice to show the
attribute names. In more complex environments, such as large relational databases, more scalable
approaches may be needed.
ExpO uses a hierarchical browser, the panel on the left in Figure 3.1.1, to present the attribute
and the table names. The root of this panel is tagged with the name of the database, ‘hospital97’.
The first level in the hierarchy displays the table names. In this data, ‘loc’, ‘payroll’, ‘sale’, and
‘size’ are the tables that share a common identifier. The second level shows the attribute names.
The schema component should be implemented after a careful analysis of the database schema
size, user needs, and the relations between the schema entities. For small schemata, it may be
unnecessary to implement and can become annoying to use a complex visualization. However,
large databases may need scalable approaches. Also, in some applications, only a few tables
sharing a set of common attributes may be of interest to the user. In others, many clusters
containing such attributes may exist.
In generalized query previews, users can select attributes to form a view. The schema
component plays the role of a selector for this purpose. In applications where we do not have a
simple universal relation, selections of two attributes from two tables without any common
attributes should be prevented. Otherwise, this can cause conflicts in implicit join operations in
query processing.
ExpO users can select the attributes that they want to define their queries on. This action
triggers the insertion of that attribute to the user-defined view, which is presented in a separate
panel and also by a hierarchical browser (Figure 3.1.2). The panel on the right depicts a few user
7

selections and a user-defined view of the data. The selected attributes are tagged with the name of
the tables that they are selected from. For example, ‘tax’ attribute of the ‘sale’ table forms the
tagged name of ‘sale_tax’. Joining the relations representing these tables is automatically done in
the background. Hence, only the tables with common attributes can be joined to form a view. The
example shown contains only four tables, each represented by a single relation. Tables can also be
predefined views from the data, and need not directly map to the relations of the database.

Figure 3.1.1: An example generalized query preview interface, ExpO, the left panel displays the
table and attribute names of a relational database as an implementation of the schema component.

Figure 3.1.2: ExpO with a user-defined view after four attribute selections. The user-defined view
is also a hierarchical browser.
3.2. Distribution Information Component
Distribution information plays an important role in the generalized query previews user
interface architecture. The distribution information component shows an overview of the data and
allows users to specify queries. User-defined views are used to attach the distribution information.
In the example from Figure 3.1.2, a special icon in the user-defined view shows that one of the
attributes of this view, ‘sale_tax’, can be expanded to show the distribution of data on this
attribute. The same attribute may also be displayed with a different icon on the hierarchical
browser of the database attribute and table names.
8

The attributes are expandable into buckets and the data distribution information is attached to
these buckets. Buckets are values over which the data can be aggregated. The data distribution
information is attached to these buckets as some visual aids, such as the bar charts of this
example. Here, ‘taxable’ (172 hits) and ‘non_taxable’ (3080 hits) are the bucket names for the
‘sale_tax’ attribute (Figures 3.2.1, 2). Forming these buckets is the duty of the system designer,
who should gather information about the details of the data and the user needs. In some cases,
e.g., gender of a person, the formation of the buckets may be easy. Yet, in some other cases it may
be quite difficult. Certain attributes, e.g., social-security number of a person, may not allow an
easy formation at all. Although automatic generation of the buckets may be useful in some
applications, a domain expert should work with the designer for many other applications, e.g.,
scientific classification of diseases, etc. In ExpO, the buckets are created by a batch program from
the raw data and can be updated regularly if needed.
An important feature of the generalized query previews user interface architecture is the
capability of visualizing a preview of the results. In ExpO, a separate bar on the top of the right
panel shows the total number of distinct items mapping to a query. This is called the result bar
(showing 3252 hits in Figure 3.2.1). Hence, users will be aware of the consequences of their
query submissions, i.e., whether they are submitting mega-hit or zero-hit queries.

Figure 3.2.1: ExpO with the data distribution information attached to the user-defined view.

Figure 3.2.2: Information attached to the buckets of three attributes in the user-defined view.
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Queries are incrementally and visually formed by selecting items from a set of charts attached
to the user-defined view. Users get continuous feedback on the data distribution information as
they continue their selections (Figure 3.2.3). As soon as the selection is made, other charts and the
preview of results are updated to reflect the new data distribution satisfying this selection.
Possible zero-hit queries immediately become visible to the users. Users also see where the data is
and how it is distributed over different values. They can work with these interactive charts as long
as they want to explore the contents of the data, without running into problems with network or
server loads. At this stage, only the number of hits but not the actual hits themselves are relevant.
We have experimented with data sets that contain hundreds of thousand of records (i.e.,
Environmental Protection Agency, Toxic Release Inventory with more 300,000 records) with the
same efficiency as a data set of only a few hundred records. Clicking on the visual aids, bars at
this stage, selects or deselects the items from the charts (Figure 3.2.4). Selections within a chart
map to a disjunction operation. Selections between charts map to a conjunction operation. Other
implementations are also possible. Yet, our implementation experiences show that the current
ExpO implementation is one of the most intuitive implementations.

Figure 3.2.3: A selection is made on one of the buckets, ‘great_plains’.

Figure 3.2.4: Multiple selections are made, ‘taxable’, ‘great_plains’, ‘northwest’, and ‘0 to 99’.
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It is possible to display the distribution information on different types of visual aids. Figure
3.2.5 shows another snapshot of the ExpO system where a pie chart version of a corresponding
bar chart and a series of bars mapping to another bar chart are shown. Representations, such as a
color-coded stack of bars instead of a single bar, can easily be utilized.

Figure 3.2.5: Other visual aids, such as a pie chart, may also be available to the users.

Figure 3.3.1: ExpO with results to a query displayed in a panel on the right, 273 hits are listed.
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3.3 Raw Data Component
After the investigative selections, users can fetch the desired portions of the data by sending
their final selections over the network. They make informed queries, getting neither zero-hit nor
mega-hit result sets is an issue. The benefit to users is in rapid and meaningful exploration of data,
and the benefit to system maintainers is the substantially reduced network and server load. For
some implementations, the system designer can take drastic measures, such as preventing query
submissions for zero-hit or mega-hit queries. Figure 3.3.1 shows a result set displayed on the
right side of the ExpO frame as a separate panel. Users can load this result set into a local tool for
further analysis (e.g., MS-Excel).
4. Second Study: Generalized Query Previews with Computer Experts
Generalized query previews are a more mature idea than the query previews concept.
Although they are general, they also introduce some overheads such as defining a user-defined
view and possibly confusing expansions and contractions of charts. Hence, there is a possibility
that user performance and preferences could be disturbed, and users may get confused and
annoyed by the generalizations. Therefore, there was a need for new user studies to verify and
quantify the benefits of generalized query previews and measure subjective user preferences. This
section focuses on our study with computer experts on generalized query previews. This study
uses our ExpO system with Census data and focuses on a setting where people with strong
computer science background, i.e., a degree in computer science, performing as our subjects. The
third and final study focuses on a very commonly used data set, the Internet Movie Database, with
specific interest on only novice computer users, i.e., users who are not well-versed on topics such
as databases and networking.
4.1 Hypothesis
In this second study, we identified the task types that would put generalized query previews
into their best and worst situations. Clearly specified tasks and unclearly specified tasks were
again used. However, for generalized query previews, only the full relevance of query attributes
was an issue. Hence, there were only two task types. These two task types varied in terms of the
clarity of the specifications they had.
Our hypotheses were: (1) For clearly specified tasks (T1’) generalized query previews will
lead to slower task performance, but with the same number of query submissions, (2) for
unclearly specified tasks (T2’), generalized query previews will lead to faster performance and
fewer query submissions, and (3) users will always prefer generalized query previews.
4.2 Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable is the user interface type and the treatments are: (1) A form fillin
interface (using the same (re)naming convention with the new task types, abbreviated as FFN’)
and (2) a generalized query preview interface (ExpO). The dependent variables are the time to
complete the tasks in each interface (excluding the setup times), the number of query submissions
by the users, and the subjective preferences of the users.
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4.3 Subjects and Materials
Sixteen computer science graduate students were used as subjects. All of them use computers
almost every day and have at least five years of experience in using computers. Eight subjects
performed a set of tasks, once by using a generalized query preview interface (i.e., ExpO) and
once by using a form fillin interface. Another set of eight subjects worked in the reverse order.

Figure 4.3.1: The form fillin interface (FFN’) used in the study. The rectangle on the right is used
for displaying the results to a query (four hits for this query).

The materials include a form fillin interface for querying a United States Census Bureau data
set (including information on approximately 3000 counties), a generalized query preview
interface (i.e., ExpO) for the same data, a set of tasks to be performed by the subjects, a subject
background survey, and a subjective preference questionnaire.
The form fillin interface in Figure 4.3.1 was used to perform queries on a United States
Census Bureau data set where attributes in this sample data set were shown with a simple
hierarchical browser. Attributes were selected by marking the toggles near them. This action also
triggers the display of editable fields attached to these attributes. The final output is a list of
records matching the query.
The survey included six questions that determined the experience level of the subjects with
computers. We also prepared a subjective preference questionnaire. This questionnaire included
six questions to find out which of the two interfaces the subjects preferred.
4.4 Tasks and Structure
The tasks given to the subjects were to find a list of the counties in the database satisfying
certain constraints. In detail, the following two types of tasks were used:
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•

T1’: Clearly specified tasks, e.g., "Please get a list of all the counties that are in the
northwest region and have less than 100 employees working in taxable hospitals" (a
known-item search). For this type of task, users can typically find the answer by
submitting a single form fillin query. The ExpO user should have no specific advantage.
• T2’: Vaguer query definitions were used, e.g., "Please get a list of all the counties from the
region that has the smallest number of counties with less than 100 employees working in
taxable hospitals".
The second study used a within subject counter-balanced design with sixteen subjects. Each
subject was tested on both of the interfaces, but the order of the interfaces was reversed for half of
the users. A parallel set of tasks (similar but not the same set of tasks) was used on the second
interface to reduce the chance of performance improvement. Each set of tasks included the two
types of tasks (T1’, T2’), with two sample tasks for each of these types. The order of the task
types within a task set, the order of the tasks within each task type, and the task set orders were all
reversed, leading to sixteen different combinations. Subjects received only introductory level
training (not to exceed 10 minutes in total). They performed only two training tasks on each of the
user interfaces.
4.5 Results
Figure 4.5.1 summarizes the times for completing each of the task types for our subjects
(clearly specified: T1’, unclearly specified: T2’) for each of the user interfaces. As hypothesized,
for T1’ tasks, the ExpO system yielded slower performance than the form fillin interface (t(31) =
2.17, p < 0.05). For T2’, the ExpO system yielded faster performance than the form fillin interface
(t(31) = 9.46, p < 0.05). The statistical analysis used two-tailed paired two-sample t-test for
means. Each task was considered separately leading to a degrees of freedom of 31. The subjects
answered six questions about their preferences on a 1 to 9 scale (with higher numbers indicating
stronger preferences). The first question addressed the general preference of subjects for using
either of the interfaces (Figure 4.5.2). The results show a statistically significant preference (t(15)
= 6.37, p < 0.05) for the ExpO system over the form fillin interface, FFN’.

Times (sec.)

Ta sk Completion Times
100
75
50
25
0

19.3

ExpO

T1'
16.9

FFN'

26.3

ExpO

T2'

47.5

FFN'

Figure 4.5.1: FFN’ stands for the form fillin interface. Bars indicate the average values, rectangles
indicate the standard deviations, and lines indicate the range from the minimums to the
maximums.
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Preference
9
4.5

7.6

1
ExpO

FFN'

Figure 4.5.2: User preference for sixteen users (higher numbers indicate higher satisfaction).

Results of the Questionna ire
9
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7.8
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7.2

7.1

1
Help ful?

Fa ster?

Enlig hten?

Enjoya b le?

Use it a g a in?

Figure 4.5.3: Subject questionnaire results (number of users is sixteen). Higher numbers indicate
higher satisfaction for using the ExpO system.

Submission Counts
12
T1'

8
4

1.1

T2'
7.3
1.2

1.0

0
ExpO

FFN'

ExpO

FFN'

Figure 4.5.4: Number of queries submitted with the form fillin (FFN’) increases to 7.3 for T2’
tasks (unclearly specified) while remaining small with the ExpO system.
The rest of the questions asked what the subjects thought about the user interfaces. The results
(average scores, standard deviations, minimums, and maximums) appear in detail in Figure 4.5.3.
The scores for all of the questions were statistically significantly above the mid-point scale value
of five (t(15) = 16.43, 5.84, 5.33, 13.49, and 9.30 respectively, p < 0.05). An important piece of
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data that was collected with this study was the number of queries submitted for each task (Figure
4.5.4). The results show a statistically significant difference (t(31) = 22.39, p < 0.05) for the ExpO
system with the T2’ tasks. For T1’, the difference was not significant.
4.6 Discussion of the Results of the Second Study
Our findings support the hypothesis that for unclearly specified tasks, the generalized query
previews yield better performance times and counts than the form fillin interface. For the
unclearly specified tasks the improvement in performance was significant (at the level of 0.05):
1.8 times faster. The number of queries, a measure of network load, was more than 7 times lower.
For the clearly specified tasks (T1’), as expected, the form fillin interface performed slightly
better in performance time. But no statistically significant difference was observed for the
submission counts.
As expected, users of the form fillin interface for clearly specified tasks performed more
rapidly since they were able to find the answer by submitting a single form fillin query. The
generalized query previews had no advantage as users were performing known-item searches and
they did not require an overview of the data. Again as expected, users of the ExpO system
performed only slightly worse (14% slower). In addition, the number of queries submitted did not
change.
For unclearly specified tasks, the generalized query previews enabled the users to see which
of the possible queries should be used. On the other hand, in the form fillin interface, the users
had no clue about which of the possible queries will give the expected results. They had to try
several possible queries, submitting many queries (on average greater than 7 times more) until
they got a satisfactory answer. Although the response time for each such query was relatively
immediate, the time for thinking and filling in the specifications of each query caused significant
differences in performance. In many working systems, network and database delays could
substantially increase the advantage of the generalized query previews.
The users (statistically significantly) preferred the generalized query previews to the form
fillin interface. They stated that the generalized query previews were very helpful, enabling them
to search faster and learn more about the data (scores for these questions were statistically
significantly above the mid-point value). We believe that this subjective satisfaction comes not
only from the improvement in performance time which is experienced by the subjects but also
from gaining better understanding and control in performing the tasks. Yet, many of the users
experienced some problems understanding the concept of a view and adopting to the bar
expansions and contractions when they first started using the ExpO system. These problems seem
to diminish quickly with user experience.
This second study supports the claim that benefits of generalized query previews exceed the
overhead of the generalizations. The benefits can grow substantially in real-life situations where
congested networks and servers are used. However, an overhead due to the generalizations still
exists. The previous study showed up to 2.1 times performance improvement while this study
showed 1.8 times improvement for similar tasks. This suggests that there may be some
degradation in the user performance in the second user study due to the generalizations. This issue
will be clearer with our third study in the following section.
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5. Third Study: Generalized Query Previews with Novice Computer Users
This section focuses on our third user study with generalized query previews. This study uses
a new version of the ExpO system where we can browse approximately 10,000 films that were
obtained from the Internet Movie Database. We also implemented another system that is very
similar to the ExpO system but without the bars to help the users. This interface can be viewed as
an intermediate interface between the form fillin approach and the generalized query previews.
After the second study, our aim was also to see whether the benefits of generalized query
previews were due to the existence of the distribution information or just due to the fact that the
users can easily focus on a few attributes with the help of the schema component. More
importantly, we need to see whether novice computer users can adapt to the generalizations as
well as the experts. In both of these studies, it is important to note that the users were
inexperienced with the particular database that was being used for that study. We continue to use
the sample prototype system name ExpO and also name the altered version, i.e., without bars, as
ExpO-WoB. The form fillin interface (FFN’) for films was again available but slightly adapted to
the new application domain of movies.
5.1 Hypothesis
Clearly specified tasks and unclearly specified tasks were again used. The hypothesis is also
similar to the second study: For clearly specified tasks (T1’), generalized query previews will lead
to slower task performance than other interfaces; the number of queries submitted to the server
will be the same in all three interfaces. For unclearly specified tasks (T2’), the generalized query
previews will lead to faster performance than others; the number of queries submitted will also be
lower than others. Users will prefer generalized query previews to others in general.
5.2 Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable is again the user interface type and the treatments are: (1) A form
fillin interface (FFN’) and (2) a generalized query preview interface (ExpO) and (3) a generalized
query preview interface but without the bars (ExpO-WoB). The dependent variables are the time
to complete the tasks in each interface (excluding the setup times), the number of query
submissions by the users, and the subjective preferences of the users.
5.3 Subjects and Materials
Forty-eight subjects were involved in this study. None of them were experts on computers,
i.e., databases, networking, etc. All of them had basic knowledge on how to use a computer and
browse the web.
The materials include the FFN’ interface for querying our movie database, the ExpO-WoB
interface, and the ExpO interface for the same database. We prepared several tasks (training and
real tasks) to be performed by the subjects, a subject background survey, and a subjective
preference questionnaire (all similar to the second user study).
The survey includes questions that will ascertain the experience level of the subjects with
computers and with search engines and the web. The subjective preference questionnaire includes
questions that aim to find out which of the interfaces the subjects preferred.
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Figure 5.3.1: The new version of the ExpO interface used in the third study that uses a movie
database (the rectangle labeled with number 1 maps to the schema component, the rectangle
labeled with number 2 maps to the distribution information component, and the rectangle labeled
with number 3 maps to the raw data component).
The new ExpO system with the movie database is shown in Figure 5.3.1 and was utilized in
this study. The ExpO-WoB system is very similar to this interface but it does not have the bars.
The new fillin interface, retains the abbreviated name of FFN’, is similar to the one in the second
user study (with minor changes to the way attributes are displayed, i.e., to fit into the desired look
and feel of the movie database domain). It basically contains an exhaustive list of all attributes
with a similar design to the distribution information component of the new ExpO interface and
also does not have the bars. For this study, as we had an immediate real-life implementation of the
form fillin interface available over the Internet (i.e., www.imdb.com, advanced search), we
collected information on average query processing/network-transfer time. This value (5 seconds
to return the results) was used in all the interfaces in the third study to simulate the result-set
downloads and the users were not informed that this was a simulation. Although this value is
much less than the ones we observed with very large data collections that are currently available
from the US Census Bureau, it still brings more realism to the third study (the query processing
time of the first two studies was in average two seconds).
5.4 Tasks and Structure
The third study uses a within subject counter-balanced design with 48 subjects. Each subject
was tested on all three interfaces, but the order of the interfaces was different for each subject.
Three parallel but different sets of tasks were used with each of the three interfaces to reduce the
chance of performance improvement. The application order of the parallel sets of tasks were
different for each subject (in average two were randomly chosen out of six possible orders). Each
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set of tasks includes the two tasks types (T1’, T2’), with two sample tasks for each of these types.
The order of the task types within a task set was reversed. The order of the tasks within each task
type was also reversed. So, we had a total of (6*2*2*2) 48 subjects. The statistical analysis use
two-tailed paired two-sample t-test for means. Each task is considered separately leading to a
degrees of freedom of 95.
The tasks given to the subjects were similar to the ones with the second and first studies and
they ask subjects to find a single or a list of film(s) from the movie database satisfying certain
constraints and preferences.
5.5 Results
Figure 5.5.1 summarizes the times for completing each of the task types for our subjects for
each of the user interfaces. As hypothesized, for T1’ tasks, the ExpO system yielded slower
performance than the form fillin interface, FFN’, and the ExpO-WoB system (t(95) = 11.24 and
t(95) = 6.06 respectively for p < 0.05). For T2’, the ExpO system yielded slightly faster
performance than the form fillin interface (t(95) = 2.21, p < 0.05) but we could not detect a
significant difference between the ExpO and ExpO-WoB systems. The subjects again answered
six questions about their preferences on a 1 to 9 scale. The first question addressed the general
preference of subjects for using either of the interfaces (Figure 5.5.2). The results show a
preference (t(47) = 2.42, p < 0.05) for the ExpO system over the FFN’ but we could not detect a
significant difference between the ExpO and Expo-WoB interfaces.
Task Completion Times
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Figure 5.5.1: Task completion times in seconds for the task types T1’ and T2’.
The rest of the questions asked what the subjects thought about the user interfaces. The results
(average scores, standard deviations, minimums, and maximums) appear in detail in Figure 5.5.3.
The scores for all of the questions were statistically significantly above the mid-point scale value
of five (t(47) = 8.81, 5.38, 7.01, 5.74, and 6.87 respectively, p < 0.05). An important piece of data
collected in this study was the number of queries submitted for each task (Figure 5.5.4). The
results show a statistically significant difference (t(95) = 37.20, t(95) = 34.68, for FFN’ and
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ExpO-WoB at p < 0.05 respectively) for the ExpO system with the T2’ tasks. For T1’, the
difference was not significant.
User Preference
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Figure 5.5.2: User preferences for 48 users.
Results of the Questionnaire
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Figure 5.5.3: Questionnaire results. Higher numbers indicate higher satisfaction with the ExpO.
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Figure 5.5.4: Number of queries submitted with the form fillin (FFN’) increases to 7.71 for
T2’ tasks (unclearly specified) while remaining small with the ExpO system.
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5.6 Discussion of Results of the Third Study
Our findings confirmed some of our previous results, however there was an important change
with the novice users. For unclearly specified tasks (T2’), the generalized query previews yield
faster performance times than the form fillin interface but only slightly faster in comparison to the
second study. Yet, the number of queries, a measure of network and server load, was still
dramatically lower (Figure 5.5.4). This is a compelling advantage, not only for reduced network
and server loads, but because it demonstrates that users understood the query process and got to
results with just a few steps (approximately 1/6 of the number of queries). The ExpO-WoB had a
high query submission rate; in general, it did not behave much differently than the FFN’.
For the clearly specified tasks (T1’), as expected, the generalized query previews produced
slightly slower performance times, but no statistically significant difference was observed for the
submission counts.
Users still prefer generalized query previews but this preference seems to be weaker in
comparison to the expert users. These results can be explained after also looking at the user
comments and our observations of the novice users. Many users stated that the generalized query
previews are efficient but they had a hard time adapting and understanding the bars and the
possible uses of distribution information. Understandably, some novice users could not adapt to
the bars as quickly as the computer experts did. Hence, these novice users spent more time
performing the queries. This reduced their performance with the ExpO system and decreased their
preferences towards using it. On the other hand, the informed query formulation and submission
process led to a significant reduction in query submissions.
This study continued to support our claim that benefits of generalized query previews can still
exceed the overhead of the generalizations. The novice users spend more time on analyzing the
distribution information, but as a result they make more informed choices during the query
process, resulting in a drastic decrease in number of queries submitted to the system. They
appreciate the benefits of the additional information in the bars and maintain their positive
attitude towards generalized query previews.
However, this study also confirms our beliefs that the implementers of generalized query
previews should be cautious about their application and user domain. Although the number of
query submissions is significantly lower, the time to analyze a set of bars should be considered
carefully before implementing an application. Generalized query previews can therefore be
recommended for situations where users have to explore data and try to understand relationships,
i.e., when the task is unclearly specified. Experience of users with computers should be taken
into account. The bars that show the result set sizes are useful and facilitate efficient querying,
even though it presents novice users a challenge for absorbing the distribution information. It is
also important to note that, the generalized query previews approach was not meant to attack the
issues that may appear in known-item searches, efficient formulation of general SQL queries, or
improve the performance of the data experts who can query the data without any exploration.
6. Implementation Issues
The generalized query previews user interface architecture utilizes a client-server approach for
storing, computing, and transferring data (Figure 6.1). It works with three different types of data.
The first type, the database schema, is a hierarchy of database table and attribute names. It is
requested from the server as soon as the program starts on the client. It loads rapidly because it
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rarely exceeds a few kilobytes of text information. The second type, the distribution information,
is requested from the server only when needed, i.e., during the chart expansions, and used during
user selections. It can be created as a series of data structures for a set of attribute combinations or
as a single large data structure that is manipulated at runtime to obtain the desired subsets of
distribution information mapping to the user needs (i.e., for attributes that are being manipulated).
The third type is the raw data that is fetched at the time of a user query submission, as it is the
case in most other architectures.
The most critical piece of data that is transferred is the data distribution information, usually
stored in multidimensional arrays. Although the size of the data structures to keep the distribution
information does not increase with the number of records, other features of the data may alter the
size. First, for each attribute combination that can be manipulated by the user, if we keep a single
separate array on the server, pre-calculation of these arrays may get cumbersome with the
increasing number of attributes and their combinations. This situation can lead to reduced
freshness of the distribution information. If we want to keep only one multidimensional array for
all of the attributes of the data, addition of an attribute will increase the dimension of this large
array. Hence, in time, dynamically updating the distribution information may again become
difficult. Second, with the addition of a bucket to an n-dimensional array for an attribute, we will
be adding a new n – 1 dimensional slice to the array. Hence, the number of buckets for an
attribute should be selected carefully. Third, for combinations of attributes, it may be difficult to
gather the distribution information rapidly at runtime if a single large array for all the attributes of
the data is used. Finding a small subset of this single large array can be difficult. If disjoint arrays
in combinations of four to five attributes is kept, then this may need a large storage capacity from
the server for all combinations. In both of these cases, a hash table to allocate the right subset
could be needed. Keeping these efficient access paths up to date may gain importance, but may
also prove to be difficult. Many of these issues have been investigated by the database researchers
in the realm of data warehouses and online analytical processing (OLAP) [CD97] [GCB97].
Finally, as a well-known issue in databases, joining multiple tables at runtime for answering a
query with raw data gets difficult with the increasing number of tables, attributes, and selections.
Server

Schema is
sent at
startup time.
Distribution
is sent for
expansions.
Data is sent
when a query
is submitted.

Client

Database Schema

Distribution Information

Raw Data

Figure 6.1: The architecture for transferring data in generalized query previews, shown on the
ExpO system.
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Formally, lets assume k denotes the total number of attributes of the universal relation of a
database, l denotes the maximum number of attributes that can be manipulated simultaneously by
the user, m denotes the maximum number of buckets for any attribute. Then, in the worst case, the
size of a single multidimensional array that holds all the distribution information will be mk. If a
separate array for each combination of possible attribute selections is kept, then the size of a
single array, in the worst case, will be mi where i = 1…l denoting the number of current attributes
manipulated by the user. There will be a Combination(k, l) + Combination(k, l – 1) + … +
Combination(k, 1) number of these arrays where the combination operation is calculated as
Combination(k, l) = (k (k – 1) … 1) / ((l (l – 1) … 1) ((k – l) (k – l – 1) … 1)).
There are two more challenges of the client-server architecture that require a detailed analysis:
• Manipulation challenges,
• Representation challenges.
The manipulation challenges are observed when users want to make selections on more than a
few attributes of the database at the same time. Tracking the updates on multiple charts, and also
maintaining and transferring the distribution information for these charts becomes difficult.
Experience shows that, users are not comfortable in tracking the updates on four or more
charts. Hence, users need to collapse some of the charts to continue querying on other attributes.
In addition, arrays of four or more dimensions can easily become cumbersome to transfer over the
network. This problem can be bypassed by downloading the raw data itself after the first few
selections. This brings a solution to the number of dimensions manipulated simultaneously
without downloading large amounts of raw data and also without contradicting with our initial
design paradigm of not downloading/querying large irrelevant parts of the raw data. The initial
selections should be selective enough to prune the data down to a manageable size. This size
depends on the client computer main memory capacity as well as the network download speed.
This approach should be implemented as a transparent operation to the user.
The representation challenges are more difficult to handle. The multidimensional arrays
representing the distribution information are effective for some data types. On the other hand,
there are certain data types that cannot be handled easily with multidimensional arrays. The multivalued data types have the most generalized version of these challenges. Temporal data forms a
good example. A record covering a range of dates in a temporal database is a record that contains
a multi-valued attribute. This may result in the duplication of the same record in a
multidimensional array. It is counted once for each date it spans. The distribution information
represented with the array is no longer the same information represented with the data set itself.
Similar situations are observed with the NASA prototypes for the query previews idea, where
a satellite picture maps onto multiple regions of the earth and not to a single longitude and latitude
pair (i.e., a geographical point). The situation is more dramatic when large and multiple ranges of
values are used in a database. This may result in more erroneous representations of the data with
high levels of duplication for the histograms. Therefore, to accommodate multi-valued data types
and hence attack the representation challenges, the multidimensional arrays must be enhanced.
We introduced some approaches to address these challenges by creating various new data
structures during our previous work [BT98].
7. Related Work
Visual data mining and information visualization researchers have been working on effective
visual methods for browsing and manipulating abstract information spaces [CMS99] [GE97]
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[Hear99] [Shn98]. Most of these methods rely on bar charts, scatter plots, and other means of
similar visual explanations [Ber83] [Tuf83] [Tuf90] [Tuf97]. Examples of abstract information
spaces are stock market performance data, bibliographic databases, organizational budgets,
patient records from a medical database, web logs, etc.
Users continue to demand more powerful methods to visually mine and manipulate their data.
Searching and browsing methods are becoming more challenging to develop and understand with
the increasing data set sizes and diversity of access methods. Generalized query previews address
many of these new features and challenges of contemporary data sets and support exploration of
large online data tables stored in relational databases.
Heppe, Edmondson, and Spence [HES85] created one of the first menu-driven information
retrieval systems. They used volume previews and progressive query formulation to help the
users. Spence continued this line of work with his Attribute and Influence Explorers [TWS94]
[TSD96] that used interactive histograms. The tools give an overview of the contents of the data
and reduce the visual complexity by summarizing the distributions in a compact way. The
selections on a histogram immediately update the other histograms. RABBIT is one of the first
systems where progressive querying was used [Wil84] for helping users understand the complex
querying process. In RABBIT, users form queries incrementally by showing the system what
needs to be changed in the original query. These systems focused on making users understand and
organize their sessions looking at the results of their previous actions and queries. More recently,
the idea of parallel bargrams has become popular in online e-commerce applications (i.e., product
selection) [WLH01]. The idea behind a bargram is to convert a histogram representation of an
attribute into a stack of bars that looks like a compound single bar. A recent approach that is
closely related to our previous work, query previews, is RB++ [MB03]. They use histograms in a
similar fashion to our previous work to see an overview of the contents of a website. Flamenco is
another recent system where users can smoothly move in a large information space over the web
using faceted metadata [HER02]. Our work parallels many of these approaches in use of the
distribution information to present the overview of the data. We extend the work to previewing
data in large online relational databases.
Table Lens [RC94] is a multi-dimensional data visualization tool that uses a focus + context
technique on tabular data. It is based on a fisheye view of a spreadsheet. In this technique a group
of rows and columns are in focus and the rest of the spreadsheet is used to give an overview of a
potentially very large table. These portions of the spreadsheet give an overview of the data with
the help of histograms and color-coding. More recently, InfoZoom [BS99] is a tool that also
provides an overview of tabular data sets. Any part of the data can be selected, filtered out, or
zoomed in using highly interactive controls. Queries can be captured and replayed. Results can be
stored as charts or as various interactive objects. Multiple columns with similar values can be
collapsed to make room for and obtain an overview of a larger portion of the data. Inselberg and
Dimsdale took a different approach to visualizing multi-dimensional tabular data [ID89]. Instead
of viewing data using commonly used perpendicular multiple coordinate axes, they used a series
of parallel axes to display the data attributes. Rows from a data table became lines crossing over
these axes. In contrast to our approach, these techniques rely more on individual data rows,
columns, and individual items of tabular data, making them less applicable to large online data.
A comprehensive approach, SDM [CRM95], gives a set of interactive techniques for 2D and
3D visualizations. Visualizations in SDM are linked. Real-time interactive animation techniques
are used. In SDM, it is possible to use multi-dimensional visualizations to see a data set on and
navigate over a landscape of color-coded bars. These bars can be linked together and indicate a
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certain relationship. Visage [RLS96] aims to coordinate the exploration of information across
different types of visual aids. For example, users can drag and drop the spreadsheet view of some
geographical data onto a map to display its distribution over the map. These systems focused on
having more interchangeable, comprehensive, and interactive techniques than many others. Yet,
their focus is less on overviews, previews, and pruning data.
Visualizing large amounts of abstract data has always been a challenging area of research.
DEVise is an exploration system where users can visualize large data sets [LRB97]. Views are
linked to each other and updates occur simultaneously. VisDB [KK94] used a single pixel of the
screen to represent a single record from a database. It colors and organizes the database records
with respect to the query result relevancies. Organizational features, i.e., spirals, also help VisDB
show million record data sets. Volume rendering is a common method for displaying large
scientific data (e.g., computer aided tomography images of a human brain). Becker applied this
method to abstract information spaces [Bec97]. He rendered volumetric abstract data stored in a
relational database. This let him show large abstract data sets on 3D spaces interactively, mostly
in the form of 3D density clouds on large data sets. Goldstein and Roth [GR94] used aggregation
with dynamic query definition methods to help users with large data sets. They used a mechanism
called the Aggregate Manipulator and combined it with various dynamic query definition
capabilities. The distribution of data is also visible to the users in this system. These systems
share our vision of making more data available to the user in a more compact fashion. They also
did not extend to large online databases due to their close links to individual data items.
Another source of related work is from the research area of databases. For example,
DataSplash [WOA01] (formerly Tioga-2) is a database visualization environment that provides
users with a variety of display objects to be used on canvases to explore the underlying complex
database. It provides various browsing capabilities, but no compact way to see previews. SeeData,
a system for displaying the relational schema of a database [AEP96], uses 2D bar charts to show
relationships between thousands of relations. Polaris [SH00] is a visualization system for
relational databases that extends the concept of pivot tables. Visual querying is possible, and these
visual specifications can be rapidly and incrementally developed. [HAC99] focuses on iterative
methods like progressive sampling and targets the problem of visualizing large data tables.
Marmotta, a querying system for networked databases [CMP95], uses progressive querying. The
main idea behind Marmotta is the formulation of queries with simple icons that represent actions
and items. Users manipulate these graphical items instead of typing complex queries using a
difficult querying language, but there is no notion of summarizing database distributions.
Distribution data is available in HIBROWSE, a user interface that helps users interact with a
database through a view-based searching mechanism, but it is not tied to the query process
[Pol97]. More recent applications such as the Eureka database exploration system helps users
continuously browse an Internet-based database [SA00]. It integrates querying with result
browsing. It allows users to make explorations based on example records and has dynamic query
definition capabilities. E-commerce sites form a good application area for this system.
8. Conclusions
Generalized query previews form a new user interface architecture for browsing large online
databases. Using metadata (e.g., the distribution of data) for browsing and pruning raw data is an
intriguing idea. Especially, when the data is stored in a node of a slow network, accessing only
the metadata can be very efficient. Metadata remains at a constant size even as the raw data
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grows. Showing the result set size before accessing the results is another beneficial idea. Users
can immediately see the result sizes for their query submissions. The simple hierarchical display
and creation of a user-defined view are the two strategies introduced for defining (and confining)
queries. With this work, we saw that using overviews and previews can enable efficient and
intuitive browsing of large online data and can often be a faster alternative to traditional
approaches for accessing such types of data.
Our controlled experiments analyzed the application and user domains for generalized query
previews, which proved the approach to be especially useful when users need to probe the data.
We observed that there are significant advantages of our work for expert computer users while
novice users may find it challenging to immediately absorb the distribution information. It would
be interesting for future studies to analyze novice user behavior over time. Another interesting
topic for future study is to compare metadata data preparation costs to the gains we observed on
query submission counts.
For practitioners, implications of user experience with computers should be considered before
deployment, especially when designing generalized query preview systems with many relations
and attributes. Our work continues to disseminate academically as well as commercially (e.g.,
www.endeca.com). Data about these deployments would further clarify the application and user
domains where previewing-based systems can be successful.
We also list other interesting future directions for improving generalized query previews. We
envision using multiple views rather than a single user-defined view. In many cases, users may
want to form two separate queries simultaneously. They may want to compare two different
combinations of selections. Second, we also envision users exploring a hierarchy of charts rather
than a single level of charts. This may help users to drill-down into the data (e.g., from years to
months, months to weeks, etc.). Third, using more varied approaches for displaying the metadata
may worth exploring. For example, scatter plots may be more useful for some types of data in
comparison to other visual aids such as the bar charts. Shneiderman [Shn94] mentions the need
for a scatter plot widget for certain types of applications. Hence, utilizing a variety of
visualizations may be helpful in understanding and querying different types of data. Fourth,
working with user-defined buckets rather than the predefined ones may form a promising idea.
Users may want to set the border values for the buckets rather than using the predefined ones.
Unfortunately, some types of attributes, like the gender of a person, may not be suitable for this
idea. Plus, creation of such buckets online can take time. Fifth, a wide avenue of ideas can be
investigated for creating methods to efficiently manage some of the server functions (e.g.,
distribution information creation and design, efficient online updates with dynamic data, etc).
Sixth, creating a history keeping mechanism for generalized query previews is a useful idea.
Users may want to look at their previous queries and results (not only within a session, but also
between sessions). They may want to compare them to the current ones since this may show them
some insight about the trends in data.
Finally, applications for web-page searches can also be considered as a separate research
direction. The web, with its large collection of pages, forms an unstructured large online database.
Using the distribution information about date of creation, language, or country in tandem with the
classical keyword search mechanism can be useful for the users of the web search engines.
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